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The first commercial release of AutoCAD was in
December 1982 for the Apple II platform, but was not

available for other platforms until 1987. Other platforms
supported included the Atari 8-bit family, MS-DOS, IBM

PC DOS, Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, Atari ST,
Amiga, TI-99/4A, ZX Spectrum and a number of Unix

platforms. AutoCAD is often compared to other
commercial CAD programs such as Creo and

SOLIDWORKS. Like these commercial programs,
AutoCAD is an industrial-quality CAD program.

AutoCAD was developed to be used for a broad range of
technical and architectural drafting. The following sections

give an overview of AutoCAD for beginners, and
information on how to learn AutoCAD. AutoCAD basics
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The AutoCAD program is divided into several areas and is
structured in a Windows-like manner. On the Windows
desktop, the left-hand side of the screen is the menu bar
and the right-hand side is the active drawing area. The

AutoCAD program consists of: Graphical User Interface
(GUI) elements, including the menu bar, application
toolbar, status bar and dialog boxes The AutoCAD
command line and associated dialog box AutoCAD

objects, including blocks, text, line types, and drawing,
dimensions, dimensions styles, annotative and table types
AutoCAD drawing tools, including attributes, coordinates,

grids, tools, and drawing options AutoCAD properties,
which include drawing properties, scales, and rendering

The program's editable data, including layers, linetypes and
colors Windows, menus, dialog boxes, and the interface

that users see and navigate through A graphics user
interface called the Graphical Environment (GE) The GE
is the program's non-editable user interface. It allows the

user to create drawings, apply drawing tools, and edit
drawing properties and data. The GE is available in

versions for many platforms including macOS, Windows,
Linux and the web. The upper portion of the AutoCAD
window is the menu bar, which displays different menu
items in the left column and the right column, which are
respectively for AutoCAD and the active drawing. The
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menu bar also displays the current selection for the active
drawing and the drawing properties, such as the zoom
factor, units, scale, and objects to a right. The Auto

AutoCAD Crack Free Registration Code Download [Latest]

2D In addition to vector graphics, AutoCAD supports
bitmap graphics, or raster graphics. 2D is similar to 3D, but
the geometric coordinates are two dimensional, instead of
three dimensional. In 2D, the Z-axis (or thickness) is not
used. The 2D drawing area is divided into views that are

arranged in a matrix, called a workspace. The views can be
moved, rotated, scaled, and turned on and off. An object
such as a block or line is represented by a vertex array.

These can be drawn to an entire view, but in many cases it
is necessary to only display a portion of it. In 2D the vertex
is used to represent the geometric center of the object, but
in 3D it is necessary to use a 3D vertex. The 2D workspace

is used for performing measurements and for setting
reference points. 3D AutoCAD supports 3D (three-

dimensional) drawings. The geometric coordinates are
three-dimensional, instead of two-dimensional. The Z-axis
(or thickness) is used for 2D, and there is no limit on the

number of dimensions. A single drawing consists of one or
more blocks (a subset of objects). In addition to blocks,
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AutoCAD supports some other types of geometric entities:
faces, fillets, lines, shells, trims, and splines. The 3D

workspace is used to perform these operations. The 3D
workspace is used to manipulate objects. Dimensioning
and labeling AutoCAD supports dimensioning, which is
similar to a spreadsheet, except that each dimension is

stored as a separate element. They are used for setting size-
related properties of the objects in a drawing. An element

can be represented as a number, a text string, or a
combination of both. For example, it can be represented as

5 mm. It can have a text label attached to it. In this case,
the text string is part of the number. If it is not, then the

text string will not be displayed in the drawing. The
dimension is used to set a property, or a property value, of
an object. A dimension is usually applied to a face of an

object. For example, if an object has five faces, then there
would be five dimensions. The number of dimensions can

be set in an object or on a template. The dimensions can be
aligned, 5b5f913d15
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(The license expires after the activation key is used.) Why
not use online site to generate key? The main reason to not
to use online service is that, you need to give away the
activation code and your password to them. Q: How do I
make a button be drawn below a surface in Blender? Is
there any way to draw a button (like the button on the end
of a light switch) to be drawn under the surface of a
cylinder? A: You can use the button object as a texture in
the face object. Just create a plane, and make it into a
button object Select the button, and select "Vertex Group",
then click "Create Group" Select the face of the plane, and
press Shift + S > vertex group > Flip Normals. Select the
face of the button, and press Shift + S > vertex group >
make sure the button is selected, then press "Flip Edge".
Select the top face of the plane, and press "Select Similar".
Create another plane, and make it into a circle (with the
"Sphere" object). Select the plane, and select "Cylinder"
Select the plane, and press Shift + S > vertex group > Flip
Normals Select the face of the button, and press "Flip
Edge" Select the face of the plane, and press "Select
Similar" Select the face of the button, and press "Scale" to
scale the face. Select the face of the cylinder, and press
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"R" > "Scale" to scale the face Select the face of the
cylinder, and press "Shift" + "S" > "Scale" > "X". Select
the top face of the plane, and press "Select Similar". Create
a loop cut of the shape of the button, and select the button.
Select the button, and press Ctrl + L > "Subsurf" > 3 >
"Looptri". Add a Light object. Add a light on the face you
just cut out. Rig the button to be the light, and add the
armature modifier.

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Import two types of 2D objects: image files and
OpenCADDraw (OCAD) files. Select and add multilevel
annotations to images. Easily make numerous annotations
on your drawings and visualize changes with real-time
updates. Highlight shapes on images to help you remember
what’s been changed, and automatically import tags for
repeated parts. Use the Markup Assistant to review,
organize, and insert text, shapes, and other annotations into
your drawings. Organize and insert color-coded blocks of
text. Create style-based blocks of text to insert text in any
format and format it automatically based on style or color.
(video: 1:37 min.) Heat Maps and RGB Colors: Export and
work with live RGB data in color-mapped graphics.
AutoCAD 2023 enables you to display real-time RGB data
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on drawings. Export to a standalone image or PDF file.
Quickly access and navigate a collection of real-time data
from your PC or mobile device. Explore millions of colors
with a new way of looking at color data. Enable you to
explore millions of colors with a new way of looking at
color data. See statistics and data trends with heat maps.
Color-coded 3D objects in color-mapped graphics are easy
to read and understand. Preview colors from your model
and on your drawings. Quickly import and customize color-
coded 3D models. Import solid models from CAD
software or with the 3D Warehouse. Use the new Photo
Match function to automatically match colors from
photographs to 3D models. Work with Mango 3D with
ShapePalette, which supports tens of thousands of 3D
shapes. Use a familiar palette for moving and editing 3D
models. Display 3D models with personalized colors. Use a
display profile to automatically adapt colors to a 3D model.
Display a customized palette of 3D models. Choose an
existing palette from your system or create a new palette.
(video: 2:52 min.) Multi-tasking: Quickly switch between
drawings, files, and sessions. Speed up your workflow by
having a separate desktop for each drawing, a temporary
drawing, or your favorite or most-used file types. The new
Multi-tasking feature includes the following design
elements: – Multi-session: Design entire
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Dual Core 2.8Ghz
minimum Memory: 1.5GB minimum Video: NVIDIA
GeForce 9600 series or ATI Radeon HD series Hard Disk:
250MB minimum Recommended: OS: Windows 7 or 8
Processor: Quad core or better Memory: 3GB minimum
Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 700 series or ATI Radeon
HD 7xxx series or better Hard Disk: 1GB minimum
Installation Download the latest version of
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